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Lab Procedure & Power Calculations 

 

PLEASE DO NOT DEVIATE FROM THIS PROCEDURE AS DESTRUCTION 

OF COMPONENTS WILL OCCUR 

This procedure should get you started on the data you will need to determine power savings 

when converting lights from incandescent (filament) light bulbs to LEDs.  Yes, LED bulbs are 

more expensive to buy, but they consume less power and last longer.  So please be patient 

when going through this procedure and you will be so impressed when you get your circuit to 

work!!! 

1.  View the Breadboard videos on ‘kristijean.wix.com/you-re-hired’ on the Problem Statements 

– Energy.  These videos provide the background information to understand the following 

instructions.  Students who do not view the video first can become frustrated so check it out! 

2.  Construct a Night Light Circuit on the Breadboard.  Connect the Battery LAST. 

i. This is a schematic.  Don’t freak out if this looks complicated!  You will figure this out! 

 

P1 
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ii. This is a picture of the completed circuit using the above schematic.  Connect the 

battery last! 

 
iii. Vertical rows will allow all wires within that row to be connected.   

Be sure that all component leads are carefully pushed into the Breadboard to 

make a connection, but do not bend or break the leads!!! 

 

Row: battery red wire, R1 wire, R2 wire 

Row: LED long wire, R1 wire 

Row: battery black wire, photoresistor wire, Q1 transistor wire (left side with flat 

facing you) 

Row: LED short wire, Q1 transistor wire (right side with flat facing you) 

Row: R2 wire, P1 left pin 

Row: Q1 transistor center wire, photoresistor wire, P1 center pin 
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3.  Connect to Power 

i. Attach the Battery Clip (black plastic piece with the red and black wires) to the 9V 

Battery 

ii. The battery wires should be connected to the circuit (“red” wire is the positive, “black” 

wire is the negative).   

iii. LED may not light up yet!!! 

4. Verify Circuit is Properly Assembled 

i. Turn up the power to the LED by turning the Potentiometer control.  By turning the dial, 

the LED will turn on and then back off on the dial (turn in the opposite direction) until 

the LED just turns off. Be sure to leave the dial in this exact position where the LED just 

turned off! 

ii. What if it doesn’t work?  Use problem solving skills to troubleshoot. 

Ω All component leads must be carefully pushed into the Breadboard so that you do 

not bend or break the leads.   

Ω Leads on components MUST NOT be touching each other or the circuit will not work 

properly and could cause component failure. 

Ω Pay close attention to the resistor’s color code provided in the parts list. 

iii. Place your hand over the photoresistor and when you block light to the photoresistor, 

the LED will turn on!  You have now successfully assembled a Night Light Circuit  !   

5.  Measuring Power Consumption for an LED 

i. Turn on the LED by adjusting the potentiometer so that 

the LED is on all the time (don’t worry about keeping 

the photoresistor in the dark) 

ii. Measure voltage with the voltmeter 

iii. Red cable is in the middle opening, black cable is in the 

bottom opening.  Make sure the probes are connected 

to the meter correctly as shown in the picture! 

iv. Place the meter in the DCV (  ) 20 position.   
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v. Touch the voltmeter probe tips across the resistor (one on 

each end of the resistor). 

vi. Record the voltage across the resistor in the table below ‘A – 

Measured voltage across the 330 Ω resistor’.  Your reading 

should be close to 6.23 Volts 

vii. Calculate the current by dividing your measured voltage by 330.  Record your current in 

the table below ‘B – Calculate the current’  

Background: The current flowing through the resistor is equal to the current 

flowing through the series-connected LED.  Ohm’s Law states that the current 

flowing through the resistor is equal to the voltage across the resistor divided by 

the resistance; I = V/R where I is the current in Amps, V is the voltage in Volts 

and R is the resistance in Ohms.  To calculate this current, you will need to 

measure the DC Volts across the resistor (R1 = 330 ohm (Ω) resistor) 

viii. Measure the voltage across the LED by touching the voltmeter tips to the LED wires and 

record this voltage in the table below ‘C – Measured voltage across the LED’.  Your 

reading should be around 3 Volts. 

ix. Calculate the power consumed by multiplying current x voltage. 

Background: According to Watt’s Law, the power (P) consumed by the LED is 

equal to the current (I) flowing through it times the voltage (V) across it.  Watt’s 

Law:  P = I x V.  To calculate the power (in Watts) consumed by an LED, you must 

know the amount of current flowing through the LED.    The current flowing 

through the resistor is equal to the current flowing through the series-connected 

LED.   

A - Measured voltage across the 330 Ω resistor 
(Volts): 
 
 
 

B - Calculate the current (Amps): 

C - Measured voltage across the LED (Volts): 
 
 

D - Calculate the LED’s power consumption 
using the current in ‘B’ above and the LED 
voltage in ‘C’ (Watts): 
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Is the LED warm to the touch?  __________  Is the LED bright?  __________ 

6.  Measuring Power Consumption for an incandescent light bulb (filament light bulb) 

i. Replace the 330 Ω resistor with the 33 Ω (orange/orange/black) resistor 

ii. Replace the LED with the miniature incandescent light bulb.   

iii. Adjust the potentiometer so that the bulb is on all the time.   

iv. Using the procedure in step 5 above, calculate the power consumed by the bulb but 

remember that you have a different resistor (33 replaces 330). 

E - Measured voltage across the 33 Ω resistor 
(Volts): 
 
 
 

F - Calculate the current (Amps): 

G - Measured voltage across the bulb (Volts): 
 
 

H - Calculate the bulb’s power consumption 
(Watts): 
 
 
 

 

Is the bulb warm to the touch?  __________  Is the bulb bright?  __________ 

Remember: Incandescent light bulbs waste so much energy in heat, not light!!!   

7.  Dimmer switches 

Adjust the potentiometer so that the bulb slightly dims.  This would represent a dimmer switch 

used in the home.  Repeat the procedure above to calculate the new power consumed by a 

dimmed bulb. 

Measured voltage across the 33 Ω resistor: 
 
 

Calculate the current: 

Measured voltage across the bulb: 
 
 

Calculate the bulb’s power consumption: 
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Is the bulb warm to the touch?  __________  Is the bulb bright?  __________ 

8.  Using what you have learned from the above experiments, now set up your experiments to 

get the right data for your company.  Some hints: 

Dimmer switches – is there a benefit to installing dimmer switches?  Will families save 

money if they dim their lights instead of having them at full power? 

LED bulbs are more expensive – converting incandescent bulbs to LED does save power, 

which saves money.  But make sure you take into account that the LED bulbs are more 

expensive to purchase (a lot more!).  LED bulbs are predicted to last longer too, but you 

won’t be able to test that out in a few hours.  The bulb lifetime will need to be 

researched. 

How can I ever know the exact number of bulbs – when presenting your data, be sure to 

include a low estimate and a high estimate.  When working with large scale projects, 

you will never know EXACTLY how many bulbs are being replaced, but you should have a 

solid estimate on the low end and on the high end. 


